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144 Correspondence. 

versal analogies, whose home shall be the entire globe of 
knowledge. It is the most superficial in contact with the 
most deep of the sciences; Analogy in contact with Corre
spondency; Poetry and !magination in contact with Divine, 
Creative Truth; human fancies justified and accepted by 
God himself: for it is impossible for the lTIOst vagrant fancy 
to fancy half the odd analogies which science reveals; and 
hence fancy will become but the useful matter of fact, incom
prehensive scullery-maid of science. As instances of these 
analogies, we may cite many things from the superficial parts 
of the animal kingdom. Thus, for instance, - not to mention 
man, who is like all the animals, which similitude occasionally 
blazes out with striking splendor, as in the pig-faced lady,
the Ox tribe, in the buffalo, the bison, the aurochs, &c., by 
its mane and contour, evidently touches upon the lion, the 
fountain. of the feline; by the Brahmin bull, and other species 
with humps, it touches upon the camel' tribe; by other 
characteristics, with the deer tribe; and so forth. The ass, 
by the zebra, touches upon the tiger; and the tiger, and the 
cats, by their marks, as well as their flexibility, upon the 
snakes. The camel, very evidently, as Fourier has said, upon 
the slave; the toad upon the pauper; and so forth. The 
blushing rose upon the maiden's cheek; the fragrance upon 
her modesty. Flowers upon sexual characteristics and de
lights; and so forth. All these analogies, which extend 
causation laterally, or give breadth to cOlTespondency, are, in 
our view, as much running lines of the creation as the lines 
of correspondency, and are not fanciful, unless fan.cy be ad
mitted as a poor caterer for science. In a word, in the orb 
of thought, they are, as we said before, the Divine or real 
lines of latitude; the relation and friendliness of truth sub
sisting between all things. 

It is not going too far to say, that Analogy is the breadth 
or the truth of truth. It is the intersection of the mountains 
and rivers and' hedgerows of analogy that makes the field of 
truth to be, not a blank arena with a mathematical diagram, 
but a living landscape. It is analogy which gives flowing 
imagery to all ideas; for that which is not the body of a truth, 
which is not in its immediate sphere, becomes its clothing. 
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Main-street. 145 

Thus all things are indifferently bodies or clothes, and these 
clothes are themselves created and living. Analogy is indeed 
the breadth of truth, because it shows how the true is true 
diversely in many things or parallel fields; and, in continuity 
with that analogy which consists in the relation between 
parallel streams of existence, there is that mere likeness which 
appears every now and then on the very surface of nature, 
and proclaims a connection where its reason and principle 
are at present inscrutable. By such points of likeness every 
thing is surrounded, and becomes a plenary mean even in 
visible appearance to other thjngs all around it: as between 
the stag's antlers and forest-trees; between flowers and in
sects, butterflies and papilionaceffi, &c. &c. Thus, at the 
very bottom of the vegetable kingdom, a substance, the mush
room, fungi, &c. blazes out precisely like animal substance. 

ART. VIII. - MAIN-STREET. 

A RESPECTABLE-looking individual makes his bow, and ad
dresses the public. In my daily walks along the principal 
street of my native town, it has often occurred to me, that, 
if its growth from infancy upward, and the vicissitude of 
characteristic scenes that have passed along this thorough
fare, during the more than two centuries of its existence, 
could be presented to the eye in a shifting panorama, it 
would be an exceedingly effective method of illustrating the 
march of time. Acting on this idea, I have contrived a 
certain pictorial exhibition, somewhat in the nature of a 
puppet-show, by means of which I propose to call up the 
multiform and many-colored Past before the spectator, and 
show him the ghosts of his forefathers, amid a succession of 
historic incidents, with no greater trouble than the turning 
of a crank. Be pleased, therefore, my indulgent patrons, to 
walk into the show-room, and take your seats before yonder 
mysterious curtain. The little wheels and springs of my 
machinery have been well oiled; a multitude of puppets are 
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